I. INTRODUCTION

A
LOWER order approximation to a high-order system is often desirable and used in practice. Among many developed methods for order reduction are the balanced truncation method [1] , [2] and the Hankel norm approximation method [3] with the former extended to the case of second-order form linear systems by Meyer and Srinivasan [4] most recently. Also quite recently, Zhou [5] has proposed a new method based on these two methods for norm model reduction with some error bounds derived. However, the problem of finding an optimal reduced-order model in the or sense is still largely open.
The present paper is concerned with minimizing the (also called ) norm of the model mismatch between a given model and a reduced-order one. This minimization problem has received a great deal of attention over the past several decades. The importance of the problem stems from the fact Manuscript received July 21, 1995; revised July 8, 1996 Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9286(99) 05460-4. that the norm of a system is the expected root-mean-square (rms) value of the output when the input is a unit variance white noise process.
However, rigorous and convergent algorithms have remained to be found in the general multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) case. So far, the most commonly taken approach to -optimal model reduction problem is to work with first-order necessary conditions for optimality, which were developed and simplified in one way or another by Meier and Luenberger [6] , Wilson [7] , Hyland and Bernstein [8] , Halevi [9] , Bryson and Carrier [10] , Baratchart et al. [11] , and more recently Spanos et al. [12] . Accordingly, they proposed their respective algorithms to seek a solution satisfying the conditions expressed in terms of nonlinear matrix equations. Many of the algorithms lack the proof of convergence and mathematical rigor, and some of them may even become divergent for certain initial conditions or converge to a maximum. Though Baratchart et al. [11] and Spanos et al. [12] established the convergence of their respective algorithms under certain conditions, the algorithms are only applicable to the singleinput/single-output (SISO) case.
So far, it is unclear whether the global minimum of the cost exists or not in the continuous-time MIMO case, though the answer to this question in the discrete-time case was positive according to Baratchart [13] . This issue inevitably sheds some doubt on the theoretic basis of the above approach. Moreover, as pointed out by Spanos et al. [12] , there are two technical difficulties associated with the approach; one is the stability constraint on reduced-order models and the other is the unboundedness of the level sets of the cost functional. It goes without saying that the first one is fundamentally intricate to accommodate and thus represents a major obstacle to the effectiveness of any algorithm based on that approach. We believe that this difficulty is due to direct parameterizations of all the reduced-order models in one form or another.
In this paper, we take a different approach to the -optimal model-reduction problem in the continuous-time case. The main idea is to treat the minimization problem over a subclass of stable reduced-order models parameterized by a projection matrix instead of the whole class of all the reducedorder models. The restriction to this subclass enables one to avoid the stability constraint entirely and leads to a tractable minimization problem over the Stiefel manifold, which is compact. In addition, the global minimum is guaranteed to exist over the subclass. Our main purpose is to develop both continuous and iterative convergent algorithms which are rigorous and universally applicable.
Even though it is theoretically unclear about the exact mismatch between the original problem and the approximation at this point, the problem approximation proposed in the paper appears to be appealing and promising due to several reasons in addition to tractability and the ability to allow algorithms with proven convergence. First, any solution to the modified problem has the property that it is most compatible with the original model in the sense that the commutative diagram formed by them is least incompatible, a property which seems desirable on system-theoretic grounds. Second, an extensive numerical investigation reveals that the global optimum associated with the modified problem is consistently close, if not identical, to that associated with the original problem for a variety of examples treated in other papers, which indicates that the problem simplification may not sacrifice the global optimality in any significant way. Moreover, any possible conservativeness due to the approximation is limited by an a priori error bound derived in the paper. Third, the original and approximate problems turn out to be equivalent in the symmetric case involving relaxation systems. Finally, a high level procedure can be proposed to bridge the gap between the two problems by converting a minimum of the approximate problem into a minimum of the original problem.
The paper is briefly outlined as follows. In the next section, we modify the -optimal model-reduction problem as an unconstrained minimization problem over the Stiefel manifold. Section III centers on the development of the gradient flow of the model-reduction cost and establishment of its associated properties including convergence by using differential manifold techniques. In Section IV, we turn to derive two recursive algorithms with detailed convergence analysis. In Section V, an upper bound on a minimum of the problem is derived, the symmetric case is treated, and a complete algorithm is described. In Section VI, we test our algorithms on a number of well-known examples and compare our results with those obtained by other methods. The last section contains some conclusions.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a linear time-invariant stable system with the realization
where , , . An admissible reduced-order model is defined to be of the form
where , , with a stable matrix. The mismatch between the full-order and reduced-order will be measured by the square of the norm of their difference , i.e., which is often termed the quadratic model-reduction cost.
The so-called or quadratically optimal model-reduction problem is to minimize the above cost over all the admissible reduced-order models . Note that one realization , , of the error model is given by Then, it is a standard fact that the cost can be conveniently expressed in terms of the controllability gramian and observability gramian of this realization. Namely, there holds (5) with (6) (7)
Remark 2.1: For a certain purpose which will become clearer, we need to stress that , , is not defined to be the model-reduction cost. Rather, it is defined in terms of the gramians and . One easily overlooked difference between , , and is that they do not share the same domain of definition though they are equal for any admissible reduced-order model. An implication of this in relation to the issue of stability will be explained shortly.
It is known from [7] and [8] that any minimizing solution , , must be of the form (8) where and satisfy (9) Hence, the original model-reduction problem amounts to minimizing , , with respect to subject to the two constraints
1)
and 2) is stable This is essentially a nonlinear optimization problem subject to both equality and inequality constraints as the stability constraint can be expressed in terms of inequalities by the Hurwitz criterion. Though it may be possible to use some constrained optimization techniques to find a local minimum, the computation involved could be formidable. To our best knowledge, no convergent and generally applicable algorithm for solving the problem has been found by now.
To formulate a more tractable problem, we observe that given by (10) and given by (11) satisfy constraint (9) for any of full column rank and any of full row rank, respectively. It is therefore interesting to consider the following modified problem: minimize over subject to stability of Remark 2.2: Admittedly, the modified problem represents an approximation to the original problem as the new set of reduced-order models over which the model-reduction cost is minimized is a subset of the original set. Nevertheless, the numerical results to be given later on suggest that the approximation tends to be sufficient for the purpose of finding the global minimum. This does not seem surprising because any minimizing solution to the original problem falls into the new model set associated with a certain realization. In fact, the necessary condition (9) As such, the above-modified minimization problem may well be thought of as finding a dominant state subspace of dimension , which is spanned by the columns of . As a matter of fact, such a projection idea shares the same underlying principle with the method of aggregation [14] - [16] .
In order to provide a system-theoretic interpretation of the replacement (11), let us consider an arbitrary state-space realization , , on the subspace resulting from the projection . Obviously, if happens to be a similarity transformation, the triple , , is uniquely determined as follows by the commutative diagram in Fig. 1: More precisely, commutativity of the diagram is equivalent to the requirement that the two minimal realizations represent the same system if they are of the same order. In the other case where the two realizations do not have the same order, the above diagram will no longer be commutative. Accordingly, the two realizations will not be compatible. Logically, the extent to which the diagram is not commutative reflects the degree of incompatibility between the two realizations. It obviously makes sense to measure the former by three matrix spectral norms Since these norms are simultaneously minimized by the unique triple given the projection , the corresponding realization could be regarded as least incompatible with the original one. Hence, (11) is nothing but to restrict the minimization to being over all the low-order models least incompatible with the full-order system in the above sense.
Perhaps it is also interesting and relevant to note that the model-reduction cost can be expressed as (14) This implies that the cost only depends on the product and contains as one factor whose norm is minimized at as a function of . Another crucial implication of the above observation is that the modified problem is equivalent to the minimization problem over a much smaller set. To see this, note that (15) with due to
Thus, the minimal model-reduction cost over the reduced-order model set and is stable (16) is exactly equal to that over and is stable (17) where is the so-called Stiefel manifold defined by Since the latter model set is much smaller than the former one and is actually a compact set, the minimization over such a set is likely to lead to the global minimum more quickly and the associated computation may be less expensive. Quite evidently, the stability constraint computationally hinders the search for local minima though narrowing the set to be searched. We notice that Spanos et al. [12] impose a certain line search condition on their algorithms in order to maintain the stability of the iterates.
To overcome this difficulty, we observe that the stability constraint becomes superfluous when the original realization , , is such that is negative definite since remains negative definite for any on the Stiefel manifold. Therefore, in this case one is led to the minimization problem over the following set: (18) Moreover, this problem is guaranteed to have the global minimum because the set in (18) is compact, and it is equivalent to the minimization problem over the much larger reduced-order model set in (16) . Furthermore, the choice of a realization with turns out to be very simple. In fact, since is stable, for any symmetric matrix there exists an infinite number of nonsingular matrix such that i.e., (19) From this, it is plain that the use of any such as a similarity transformation will result in a new realization with the required property.
Remark 2.3: Note that the property is nothing but the strict dissipativity of the realization. In addition, a realization in modal form is also strictly dissipative.
Based on and motivated by the above discussion, we now formally pose the following approximate model-reduction problem.
Given a realization (1) and (2) with , minimize (20) over the Stiefel manifold .
III. GRADIENT FLOW ON MANIFOLD
In this section, we aim to solve the approximate problem posed in the last section using the gradient flow approach.
Recall that an optimal solution to this problem exists. So the question is really how to find one. Also, recall that there is no loss of generality in assuming that is negative definite for the original realization (1) and (2), which will be our standing assumption throughout. In addition, we adopt the convention that means the spectral norm of a matrix, i.e., the maximum singular value while means the Frobenius norm.
Let us first obtain a more explicit formula for . To do this, partition the solutions and to the Lyapunov equations (6) and (7) as and (21) As a result, the Lyapunov equations (6) and (7) become equivalent to
and the cost can be rewritten as
Quite obviously, is a smooth function on the manifold . From [18] or [19] , its tangent space at a given is known to be , which is instrumental in constructing iterative algorithms later. In fact, there holds Therefore, the first equation of (31) can be expressed as Now with the formula for available, we can form the following gradient flow: (32) as a basis for solving the problem of minimizing the modelreduction cost. Regarding this ordinary differential equation, it is natural to inquire questions such as whether a solution to the ordinary differential equation (ODE) always exists and lies on the manifold on the whole time interval for any given initial value in , how the model-reduction cost evolves along a solution, and whether the solution can converge to a critical point of on . The answers to these questions are crucial in order for the ODE to be able to serve as a continuous-time algorithm for computing an optimal reduced-order model. We now address the raised issues by stating the following theorem, which summarizes the main features of the gradient flow.
Theorem 3.1: Let the initial condition of (32) The above summarized properties of the gradient flow (32) give us confidence in finding a minimum of by integrating the differential equation, which can be done using any numerical ODE package, e.g., in Matlab. Since the modelreduction cost is getting smaller and smaller as the iteration goes on and no finite escape time will occur, one can keep on solving the ODE until a satisfactory suboptimal solution is reached. Moreover, the last two statements suggest that a minimum point could be found from the solution history. In particular, it is guaranteed that if the cost has only isolated minimum points, the solution is bound to converge to one of them.
Remark 3.2: It should be pointed out that if the initial does not happen to be a critical point, then the cost is actually strictly decreasing along the ODE solution , which is because of the uniqueness of solutions to an ODE. Remark 3.3: Note that the assumption has only been used to guarantee that the ODE (32) has no finite escape time. Without this assumption, the solution still exists for at least some finite time provided the initial condition is such that is stable.
IV. ITERATIVE GRADIENT FLOW
In this section, we will consider discretizing the gradient flow (32), which is necessary or desirable in order to take full advantage of digital computers as far as computation is concerned. In other words, we will seek iterative algorithms which can produce a sequence of iterates whose corresponding model-reduction costs are decreasing to its minimum. Recall that the projection matrix is required to be orthogonal. This restriction makes it difficult if not impossible to apply common discretizing techniques such as Runge-Kutta methods to derive an efficient iterative algorithm.
In what follows, a general form of iterative algorithm will first be suggested which automatically guarantees that all the iterates generated evolve on the manifold for an arbitrary step-size. Two schemes for selecting the step-size will then be developed-one is constant and the other is varying and more effective. We start by noting that the gradient flow can be rewritten as (33) because of Remark 3.1, where is defined by
In addition, it is trivial but vital to observe that is skewsymmetric. As a result, the matrix exponential is orthogonal for any real scalar . With this observation and the special structure of the gradient flow, it seems natural to propose the algorithm of the following form: (35) where is associated with via (30) and (34), and is the th step-size to be determined. One nice thing about this algorithm is its ability to generate a sequence of orthogonal matrices from any starting orthogonal for any step-size, and another is its simplicity in form in spite of the involved calculation of the matrix exponential. Of course, for such an algorithm to work, it remains to develop a mechanism for selecting the step-size so that the algorithm can converge to an orthogonal at which the model-reduction cost is minimum. As will be determined, a certain constant step-size can be chosen for this purpose.
Understandably, a workable step-size should consistently reduce the model-reduction cost as the iteration goes on. With this in mind, we proceed by establishing the following auxiliary lemma before coming up with a scheme for choosing a constant step-size.
Lemma 4.1: Consider (22)- (27) . Let be any differentiable function of with the derivative , and let be defined by (30) As a result, when in addition is chosen to be greater than a positive constant, there holds which implies that generated by the algorithm will approach the critical points satisfying the first-order necessary conditions (31) for optimality as . Since the step-size condition (40) is independent of the current iterates, the step-size tends to be small and conservative and the associated algorithm may have a poor convergence rate. The remainder of this section will be devoted to developing a more effective step-size selection scheme which makes use of the information available at each iteration. To this end, it is useful to establish a local upper bound on the third derivative of the model-reduction cost. (26), (27) , and (48)-(53). These equations can be grouped into the following four subgroups: (26) (27) (33) (49) (50) (51)- (53) which are obviously decoupled from each other.
V. ERROR BOUND, SYMMETRIC CASE, AND COMPLETE ALGORITHM
The objective of this section is threefold. First, an upper bound on the global minimum of the approximate minimization over the Stiefel manifold will be derived in terms of the Hankel singular values of the original system. Second, it will be shown that the approximate problem becomes exactly equivalent to the original problem if the full-order system is symmetric and the symmetry constraint is imposed on reducedorder models. Finally, a complete algorithm will be proposed for bridging the gap between the original and approximate problems.
Our first result reveals an explicit way in which the last Hankel singular values affect the model-reduction error. This is reminiscent of two well-known error bounds [3] , [20] . (69) where is the lower submatrix of , the unique matrix solution to the equation (70) Proof: Denote the right-hand side of (69) The following result being a consequence of Lemma 5.1 gives an a priori upper bound on the global minimum of the proposed approximate problem. This error bound provides a simple way to predetermine a lower order so as to avoid incurring a large model-reduction error before invoking any optimization algorithm. where is the controllability gramian of the error system
The derivation of the above formulas has made use of the fact that is the observability gramian of the same error system, which is in turn due to the assumption that both the full and reduced-order realizations are symmetric. Since the tangent space of is the set of all symmetric matrices, it follows from the necessary conditions for optimality that Since the gradient flow algorithm or its iterative version for solving the approximate problem may sometimes lead to local minima, a more complete algorithm is needed in order to overcome or alleviate this problem. But first, let us describe the construction of a new full-order realization from any given full-order realization , , and any given th-order realization , , . To this end, assume that and are the controllability and observability gramians of the model error and partitioned as in (21 is an optimal reduced-order model, then it coincides with the th-order truncation of , , ; see [8] . Put another way, any optimal reduced-order model is the direct truncation of an induced realization from the full-order model and itself.
We are now in a position to propose a complete algorithm for circumventing the case where the balanced realization and truncation fails to lead to the global minimum via the gradient flow alone. This algorithm employs the gradient flow as a core ingredient. The underlying idea is to switch to an induced full-order realization and its truncation based on the current full-order realization and the obtained locally optimal reducedorder model. As will be illustrated through simulation, this idea turns out to work very well in getting out of a local minimum toward the global minimum.
Algorithm for Computing Optimal Reduced-Order Models:
Step 1: Choose a balanced realization of the full-order model and an initial projection matrix .
Step 2: Solve the ODE (32) or the recursive equation (35) with as the starting point to get a suboptimal reduced-order model.
Step 3: Construct an induced realization from the current full-order realization and the reduced-order realization. Step 4: If the direct truncation of the induced realization achieves the same cost as the reduced-order model or is unstable, stop; otherwise, go back to Step 2 with the induced realization and .
VI. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION
In this section, we shall discuss a number of examples for illustrating the effectiveness and power of our approach to solving the optimal model-reduction problem. In particular, the following three issues will be looked at in relation to the proposed technique:
• overall performance;
• applicability to the multivariable case;
• possible conservativeness.
A. Overall Performance
For a comprehensive comparison, we consider the following well-known examples, in all of which no single method has reportedly been tested previously:
Model 1 • the currently proposed gradient flow (GF) method;
• the orthogonal projection (OP) method proposed in [8] ;
• the balanced truncation (BT) method;
• the method proposed in [12] (SMM);
• the method proposed in [26] (LPMV).
We now summarize our obtained relative errors (i.e., ) in Table I as well as their upper bounds (UB) calculated by using the formula in Theorem 5.1. Those obtained by using the other methods are also included where available. Examining the table manifests the consistent success of the proposed technique in solving the optimal model-reduction and the tightness of the derived error bound.
Remark 6.1: The results shown in Table I obtained by the gradient flow algorithm are based on initial guesses corresponding to balanced truncations. An alternative way to initialize the proposed algorithm is to use a truncation of a realization in modal form.
Remark 6.2:
The superscript in the table means that the complete algorithm described in the previous section is invoked. Without appealing to this procedure, the relative errors will be 0.998 44, 2.448 -3, 0.1229, and 0.2709 as opposed to 0.970 80, 2.132 -3, 0.1171, and 0.2443, which shows the ability of the algorithm to avoid getting stuck at a local minimum close to the global minimum. For example, in the case of Model 6, the convergence of the relative error to the global minimum is depicted in Fig. 2 , where it is seen that the gradient flow is solved three times with the starting points approximately corresponding to the respective iteration numbers 1, 28, and 49.
B. Multivariable Case
To verify the applicability of our algorithm to the multivariable case, let us consider the automobile gas turbine model with 2 inputs, 2 outputs, and 12 states from [3] and [27] . With the gradient flow algorithm initialized with a balanced truncation, the relative errors in the respective cases of fifthand sixth-order reductions are depicted in Fig. 3 along time .
The final results of the relative errors are shown in Table II against their respective initial relative errors resulting from balanced truncation. Once again, this illustrates that the model-reduction error can be substantially reduced by starting with a balanced truncation. We note that the optimal projection method of Hyland and Bernstein fails to give a converging solution for this MIMO example.
C. On Possible Conservativeness
Recall that the proposed algorithm is guaranteed to produce a local minimum for any initial condition. Obviously, how close the resulting local minimum is to the global minimum depends on the choice of an initial condition. In other words, the performance of the algorithm may be influenced by the chosen initial condition. In this subsection, we examine if the majority of a large number of given starting points can lead to the global minimum with the algorithm. For this purpose, it is convenient to consider the first-order reduction of a secondorder SISO system and of a third-order SISO system. In both cases, the model-reduction cost is a function of two scalar variables which uniquely determine a first-order model, and thus it is possible to find the global minimum through an extensive search over the set of all stable reduced-order models together with simple necessary conditions for extremality. That is why the two cases are taken.
As a matter of fact, it can be established in the SISO case that for a full-order system and a reduced-order model . Clearly, finding a globally optimal stable reduced-order model amounts to finding a global minimum point of the cost function over the region . Further, the necessary conditions for extremality can be derived as (83) (84) which will be used to determine the global minimum for the following examples.
Example 6.1: Let a full-order system be given by with randomly generated numerator coefficients. Then the globally optimal first-order model can be found to be with
which gives the optimal cost of 0.0046. Note that in this case the Stiefel manifold reduces to the unit circle and that any point on it can be parameterized as follows:
and that the cost apparently assumes the same global minimum over the upper half circle as over the whole circle. Then with each of the 40 regularly spaced points on the upper half circle corresponding to as an initial condition, the algorithm arrives at 40 suboptimal model-reduction costs. The relative deviations of the obtained costs from the global minimum of 0.0046 are depicted in Fig. 4 , which verifies the closeness between the obtained costs and the optimal one. It takes about 3 min to complete the 40 simulations on an HP workstation, which means that on average the algorithm takes less than 5 s to get to the near global minimum for each of the specified initial conditions. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The optimal model-reduction problem has approximately been formulated as an unconstrained minimization problem over the Stiefel manifold. The two problems have been proved to be equivalent in the symmetric case. Using the differential techniques, we have derived explicit formulas for the gradient of the model-reduction cost function over the manifold. Several convergent algorithms have been proposed. The first one is given in terms of an ordinary differential equation formed by the gradient flow, and concerning this algorithm a number of nice theoretical properties are obtained. For example, the cost is always decreasing along the solution to the ODE evolving on the Stiefel manifold until a minimum point is reached. Based on this gradient flow algorithm, an iterative algorithm in closed form has been generated, for which it has been shown that a fixed step-size is adequate to ensure that the cost is decreasing to a minimum. However, an adaptive scheme derived for choosing the step-size tends to achieve a greater convergence rate. All the proposed algorithms are well applicable to the MIMO case. Numerical tests have indicated the reliability of the algorithms as well as the convergence to a minimum.
Developed in this paper, the techniques have since been applied to solving several related problems such as frequencyweighted model reduction as well as filter reduction [28] , [29] . Proof: The lemma follows directly from the respective substitution of and for and into the both sides of (A1). First it is straightforward to compute the Fréchet derivative of as follows:
By differentiating the both sides of (23) it is not difficult to see that the inequalities (D6)-(D9) can be combined into the compact form as shown in (D10) at the bottom of the page.
On the other hand, recall that can be expressed as where is the controllability gramian of the full-order system, i.e., the solution to (22) . Then it is routine to compute the following derivatives with respect to : Consequently, again from (E2) we have (E5), shown at the top of the page. The proof is thus completed.
